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Abstract: A general assumption made in evaluation of flow network reliability is 
perfectly reliable nodes. Under such assumption, network reliability is evaluated through 
subset cut or composite path set approaches. This paper presents a simple approach to 
account for node failures in reliability evaluation of flow networks using subset cut 
approach. The proposed approach starts with generating combinations of nodes of the 
network and utilizes subset cuts (with perfect nodes) to find the valid additional subset 
cuts due to imperfect nodes. These additional subset cuts consist of only nodes or nodes-
links combinations. To illustrate efficacy of the proposed approach, computational results 
on various benchmarks networks are provided. The proposed method is applicable to 
evaluate additional minimal cut sets due to imperfect nodes from minimal cut  sets (with 
perfect nodes) for networks considering only connectivity as the success criteria or 
additional subset cut set for networks with multiple node pair capacity requirements.  

Keywords: Capacity related reliability (CRR), node failure, flow networks, imperfect 
nodes, subset cut set. 

1. Introduction 

Recent development in industries and society have led to increased demands for better and 
reliable services from networks like computer communication networks, transport 
networks, power transmission networks, etc. To meet the expectation of end users, these 
networks and their components (nodes and links) are expected to perform with high 
reliability. Network reliability depends not only on the reliability of the links but also on 
the reliability of the nodes. 
     A communication network can be represented as a graph G = {N, L} where N 
represents the number of nodes and L represents the number of links. 
    Performance of a network is governed by two major factors: a) connectivity and b) 
capacity. Most of the existing approaches evaluating network reliability consider nodes to 
be perfect. But reliability evaluation assuming perfect nodes is not practical in real world 
networks as nodes also have a certain probability of failure and may fail. Considering 
connectivity as the success criteria, many approaches are proposed in literature for 
network reliability evaluation with both link and node failures. These approaches can be 
broadly classified into two groups: a) Non-Path set or Cut set (NPOC) approaches: 
Special methods [1-2], Topological methods [3], State Enumeration methods [4], 
Reduction methods [5-7], Event Tree method [8] , Binary Decision Diagram methods 
[9,10] and b) Path set or Cut set (POC) approaches:  Singh [11] presented a method for 
enumeration of minimal cut sets considering only node failures. A set of nodes that 
disconnected the source and terminal node were considered, elimination of the rows of 
those corresponding nodes from the incidence matrix of the network gave the Reduced 
Matrix (Ir). Finally the minimal cut sets were determined through the connectivity of this 
reduced matrix. An algorithm for deducing minimal cut sets considering both link and 
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node failures was presented by Fard and Lee [12]. This method utilized the minimal cut 
sets of the network with perfect nodes to find the minimal cut sets of the network with 
both link and node failures and did not require re-enumeration of minimal cut sets for the 
additional consideration of node failures. But the algorithm [12] resulted in too many 
identical minimal cut sets. This problem was addressed and a more efficient method was 
presented by Yeh [13] that provided non-redundant minimal cut sets. 
   The methods [1-13] presented algorithms considering only connectivity as the success 
criteria; but networks need to fulfill a flow demand from the source to the terminal node 
for its successful operation. The reliability measure considering both connectivity and 
capacity as the success criteria for two-terminal networks is known as Capacity Related 
Reliability (CRR) [14] and for multiple sources multiple terminal networks is known as 
Multi Node Pair Capacity Related Reliability (MNPCRR) [15]. Both CRR and MNPCRR 
index evaluates network reliability assuming perfect nodes. Surprisingly, very few 
approaches are available to calculate reliability of flow networks with both link and node 
failures. An approach to estimate the reliability of flow networks with unreliable nodes 
was proposed by Reuger [16]. A branching-tree (with disjoint tree nodes) was built 
directly without the use of minimal paths or cut sets in which the tree-nodes were the 
disjoint terms of the symbolic reliability expression.  
From the above literature survey the following observations are made: 

• Very few approaches dealing with node failure problem based on POC methods 
are present.  

• Among the available POC methods, the method given in [12] results in a large 
number of redundant terms and the method in [13] is not applicable for flow 
networks. 

• An efficient method to handle the network reliability of flow networks with node 
failure problem based on minimal paths/cuts is required. 

   Aiming to enumerate the subset cuts of a flow network with link and node failures, this 
paper contributes a simple approach to enumerate subset cuts of a network with imperfect 
nodes by exploring the nodes of the network. It generates various order combinations of 
nodes and utilizes the SCS with perfect nodes information for enumerating subset cuts 
with imperfect nodes. 

Acronyms and Abbreviations 

SCS Subset Cut set with perfect nodes containing only links 
SCSNLF Subset cut set with nodes and links failures 
CRRNLF Capacity related reliability with nodes and links failures 
SCSN  Subset cut set containing only node elements 
SCSNL Subset cut set containing nodes and links elements 

Notation 

│⋅│ Cardinality of ⋅, that is the number of elements in ‘⋅’ 
Wreq Minimum capacity requirement through the network 

Assumptions 

1. There is no limitation on capacity of nodes. 
2. Both nodes and links are either operational or failed. Degraded capacity states 

are not considered. 
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3. All nodes and links failures are mutually s-independent. 

2. Existing Algorithms  

Minimal cut sets of a network readily provide the list of events causing network failure. 
The existing methods [12,13] provide minimal cut sets for networks with imperfect nodes 
and links. The minimal cut set of a network disconnects the network and thus causes 
network failure. But in a flow network there may be subsets of minimal cut sets causing 
network failure. These subset cuts may not disconnect the network but causes network 
failure by not meeting the flow requirements through the network. The method [13] 
considers disconnectivity between the source and terminal node for finding the minimal 
cut sets of networks with imperfect nodes. As subset cuts may not disconnect the network, 
the method presented in [13] is not applicable for enumeration of subset cuts of flow 
networks with both link and node failures. The method presented in [12] is applicable for 
subset cut enumeration of flow networks with imperfect nodes and links. But as pointed 
out by Yeh [13], the method [12] is intuitive and suffers from large redundancy removal 
overhead. Even for a small network (Figure 1) the method [12] gives 73 redundant terms. 
Thus, the need of an efficient method for subset cut enumeration of flow networks with 
both link and node failure arises. 

3. Proposed Methodology and Approach 

The proposed method is based on the following concepts:  
• Failure of a node inhibits the working of all links attached with the node 

regardless of the state of the links. 
• Inclusion of a node in a cut is equivalent to the exclusion of all the links attached 

with the node. 
   The subset cuts of a network with imperfect nodes and links may contain only node 
elements, nodes mixed with link elements and only link elements. Since the number of 
nodes is less than the number of links in any moderate sized complex network, we start by 
exploring the nodes of the network. Various order combinations of nodes (except the 
source and terminal nodes) are made and checked against Subset Cut Set (SCS) matrix 
with perfect nodes for their validation. The maximum order of node combination is 
limited to a minimum of either i) the maximum number of links present in any of the 
subset cut from SCS  or ii) the number of nodes (except ‘s’ and ‘t’ nodes) of the network. 
This is due to the fact that every node removal should remove at least one link from the 
subset cut, otherwise, the node does not contribute to the cut. Therefore, node subset cut 
order cannot be larger than maximum number of links present in any subset cut of SCS. 
Again, the maximum number of node combinations cannot be greater than the number of 
nodes (except ‘s’ and ‘t’ nodes) of the network. Inclusion of a node combination (NComb) 
into the SCS matrix is equal to removal of the links (LNComb) associated with NComb from 
SCS matrix. Removal of LNComb links is accomplished by replacing the columns (LNComb) 
of SCS matrix by zero. Replacement of 1 by 0 indicates that the links have failed due to 
the failure of the node combination. From this point onwards rows of the SCS matrix 
which are affected by the removal of LNComb links associated with NComb nodes are called 
affected rows. The subset cuts for the network with perfect nodes (Figure 1) for Wreq=10 
are shown in Table 1. Any non-zero entry in Table 1 indicates the presence of that link in 
the corresponding SCS. For example, fourth row Table 1 shows ‘1’ in columns named 
‘L4’ and ‘L8’ indicating the presence of the links (L4, L8) in SC4. 
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  Removal of LNComb links associated with NComb from the SCS matrix leads to any of the 
following cases: 
Case (i): Any of the affected rows contains all zero elements.  
     This case arises when the SCS matrix contains a) some affected rows with all zero 
elements, along with b) some affected rows which do not contain all zero elements.  The 
affected rows containing all zero elements indicate that the failure of NComb nodes causes 
network failure; hence that NComb is a valid node cut (SCSN). Thus, SCSN = SCSN ∪ 
NComb, where ∪ is append operator. This gives subset cuts whose elements are nodes 
only. If NComb becomes a valid node cut, then the affected rows of SCS which do not 
contain all zero elements are not considered as it will result in redundancy. Example 1 
illustrates it. 
Case (ii): None of the affected rows contains all zero elements but some links are 
removed. 
   This case arises when none of the affected rows result in all zero elements even after 
removal of LNComb links. This shows that NComb is not a valid node cut. But, it is quite 
possible that NComb along with other links in the network may cause network failure. 
This is enumerated by the following steps: 
For any kth order combination of nodes NCombk: 

a. Form a new matrix (Temp) by extracting only LNComb columns of SCS matrix.  
b. Evaluate a column vector Mi = number of LNComb links present in ith row of Temp. 
c. If Mi ≥ k, only then ith row of SCS matrix will contribute for valid node-link cut. 
d. The valid node-link cuts (SCSNL) are enumerated as SCSNL=(NCombk+Lrem), 

where ‘+’ is a set union operation. Links remaining (Lrem) in ith row of SCS matrix 
is given by Lrem=(SCSi − LNComb(k)), where ‘−’ is set difference operation.  

      During the enumeration of SCSNL two types of redundancies may occur: Internal 
Redundancy (IR) and External Redundancy (ER). Redundancies occurring for NCombk,j, 
i.e., jth combination of kth order is called internal redundancy and redundancies occurring 

Table 1: Subset Cut Set matrix for Network 
(Figure 1) 

 
Figure 1: A Network of Seven Nodes and 
Eleven Links. Link capacities are shown 

within Parentheses. 

i SCi L1 L
2 

L
3 

L
4 

L
5 

L
6 

L7 L8 L9 L1

0 
L11 

1 L1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 L6 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
3 L4, L5 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 L4, L8 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
5 L4, L11 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
6 L8, L11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
7 L9, L10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 
8 L9, L11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
9 L10, L11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
10 L7, L11 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
11 L4, L7, L10 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 
12 L2, L3 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
13 L5, L7, L9 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 
14 L7, L8, L9 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0  
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between different order node combinations is called external redundancy. Example 2 
illustrates it. 
Example 1: Let us take a first order combination N2 of the nodes (except source and 
terminal nodes) of the network in Figure 1. The links attached to N2 are (L1,L3,L4,L5). 
Removal of these links from the SCS matrix results in 1st and 3rd row with all zero 
elements making N2 a valid node cut. But rows 4, 5, 11, 12, 13 of SCS contain some links 
(Lrem) in it making them valid node-link cuts. Thus, the valid subset cuts obtained by 
inclusion of N2 are {(N2), (N2,L8)R,(N2,L11)R, (N2,L7,L10) R,(N2,L2)R,(N2,L7,L9)R}  of 
which 5 terms are redundant (supercripted as R), hence ignored. Therefore, if any node 
combination, NComb becomes a valid node cut, then the affected rows of SCS which do 
not contain all zero elements are not considered as it results in redundancy.  
Example 2: Let us take another first order (k=1) combination N4. Links associated with 
N4 are (L4,L7,L9). Removal of these links from the SCS matrix does not yield any row of 
the SCS matrix with all zeros. Hence, N4 is not a valid node cut. A new matrix Temp 
containing only (L4,L7,L9) columns of SCS matrix is formed (refer second column of 
Table 2). Since, M≥1 for 3th, 4th, 5th, 7th, 8th, 10th, 11th, 13th and 14th row of Table 2 (refer 
third and fourth columns of Table 2), these rows contribute for valid node-link cuts. 
Inclusion of N4 into SCS is achieved by removal of (L4, L7, L9) links from SCS matrix. 
Links remaining in SCS matrix after removal of (L4, L7, L9) links are shown in third 
column of Table 3. After removing redundancies (superscripted as R in fourth column of 
Table 3), the valid SCSNL are {(N4,L5),(N4,L8),(N4,L11),(N4,L10)}. Internal redundancy 
(IR) in this case is 5. Internal redundancy occurs due to the presence of same links in 
different affected rows of subset cuts satisfying M ≥ k criteria. 
 
 

Table 2: Checking Node-Link Cuts 

i 
Temp 

Mi 
 Is  

 Mi ≥ 
1? 

 Can  
 Contribute? L4 L7 L9 

1 0 0 0 0 No No 
2 0 0 0 0 No No 
3 1 0 0 1 Yes Yes 
4 1 0 0 1 Yes Yes 
5 1 0 0 1 Yes Yes 
6 0 0 0 0 No No 
7 0 0 1 1 Yes Yes 
8 0 0 1 1 Yes Yes 
9 0 0 0 0 No No 

10 0 1 0 1 Yes Yes 
11 1 1 0 2 Yes Yes 
12 0 0 0 0 No No 
13 0 1 1 2 Yes Yes 
14 0 1 1 2 Yes Yes 

Table 3: SCSNL Enumeration for N4 

i 
Subset Cut Set Matrix after  
removal of links (L4, L7, L9) 

Lrem(i) = 
SCSi 

−LNComb 

SCSNL = 
N4 + 
Lrem(i) L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7 L8 L9 L10 L11 

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - 
2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 - - 
3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 L5 (N4,L5) 
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 L8 (N4,L8) 
5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 L11 (N4,L11) 
6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 - - 
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 L10 (N4,L10) 
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 L11 (N4,L11)R 

9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 - - 
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 L11 (N4,L11)R 

11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 L10 (N4,L10)R 

12 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - 
13 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 L5 (N4,L5)R 

14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 L8 (N4,L8)R 
A superscript ‘R’ is placed for redundant terms 

 

 
  In the proposed method, the higher order node combinations which are supersets of 
lower order valid node cuts are removed and are not considered for subset cut 
enumeration as it will result in redundant subset cuts. Each of the enumerated subset cuts 
with imperfect nodes and links are valid as the SCS matrix is used for its enumeration. 
These SCSN or SCSNL causes network failure either by disconnecting the network or by 
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not meeting the required capacity demands between the source and terminal nodes. This 
can be further verified by making a dis-connectivity and a flow check on the enumerated 
SCSN and SCSNL. Each SCSN or SCSNL is removed from the network to check whether 
it results a disconnected network or it fails to satisfy the flow requirements even if 
connected. If it results a disconnected network then it is a valid subset cut. If the network 
is connected even after removal, then maximum flow (Wmax) through the network is 
determined by Max Flow Min Cut Theorem [17]. If Wmax< Wreq, then that subset cut is a 
valid subset cut.    

4. Proposed Algorithm 

Algorithm (Enum_Net_SCSNLF) shows the process for enumeration of subset cut set of the 
network with imperfect nodes and links. It takes SCS of the network with perfect nodes as 
input and provides SCS of the network with imperfect nodes and links.  
Algorithm (Enum_Net_SCSNLF): Enumerates subset cuts set (SCSNLF) of a network with 
imperfect nodes and links 
Inputs: SCS, I, S, N 
SCS: Subset Cut set of the network with perfect nodes 
I: Incidence Matrix of the network 
S: An array of the source and destination nodes 
N: An array of nodes of the network 
Ouput: SCSNLF 
SCSNLF: Set of enumerated subset cuts with both node and link failures 
1. Initialize SCSN ← ϕ (null set) and SCSNL ← ϕ  
2. N1 = N−S  // Remove S nodes from N     
3. For i =1 to min(X,│N1│)  // X = Maximum number of links present in any SCS 

3.1. Generate all ith order combinations of N1 as NCombi 
3.2. For each NCombi,j ∈ NCombi   

3.2.1. If NCombi,j ⊇ any SCSN 
3.2.1.1. Delete NCombi,j and continue for step 3.2 for next NCombi,j  

3.2.2. End If 
3.2.3. SCS1 ← SCS 
3.2.4. Find links attached to NCombi,j as LNComb(i,j) 
3.2.5. Change LNComb(i,j) columns of SCS1 to 0 
3.2.6. If any row of SCS1 contains all zeros 

3.2.6.1. Append NCombi,j to SCSN 
3.2.7. Else 

3.2.7.1. Form a new matrix (Temp) with only LNComb columns of SCS matrix.  
3.2.7.2. Evaluate column vector M, which is row sum of Temp. 
3.2.7.3.  Remove rows from SCS1 for which row sum M<i. 
3.2.7.4. Remove (internal) redundancy from SCS1 by removing rows which are superset 

of any other row. 
3.2.7.5. Append SCSNL with {NCombi,j + SCS1} 

3.2.8. End If 
3.3. End For 

4. SCSNLF = S ∪ SCSN  ∪ SCSNL ∪ SCS 

     The proposed algorithm can also be used for enumerating additional subset cuts for 
multiple node pair capacity related reliability (MNPCRR) [15] with imperfect nodes by 
replacing SCS in proposed algorithm with subset cut obtained for MNPCRR evaluation. 
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Similarly, when only connectivity is taken as success criteria, then additional minimal cut 
sets (MCS) due to imperfect nodes can be enumerated by taking MCS with perfect nodes 
as input in place of SCS in proposed algorithm. 

5. Illustrative Example 

Considering the SCS of the network in Figure 1, the proposed algorithm is explained 
stepwise:  
1. SCSN and SCSNL are initialized as null set. 
2. Source and terminal nodes (S) are removed from N. Thus, N1= (N2, N3, N4, N5, N6) 
3. For i = 1 to 3 

3.1. The first order combinations of N1 are NComb1 = (N2, N3, N4, N5, N6). 
3.2. For each NComb1,j ∈ NComb1  // j=1 to │ NComb1│ 

3.2.3. SCS1 ← SCS 
3.2.4. Links associated with NComb1,1 = N2  are LNComb(1,1) = (L1, L3, L4, L5). 
3.2.5. Changing LNComb(1,1) columns of SCS1 to 0  gives 
3.2.6. 1st and 3rd rows of SCS1 with all zeros. 

3.2.6.1. SCSN =  {(N2)}  
3.2.4. Links associated with NComb1,2= N3  are LNComb(1,2) = (L2, L3, L6) 
3.2.5. Changing LNComb(1,2) columns of SCS1 to 0  gives 
3.2.6. 2nd, 3rd and 6th rows of SCS1 with all zeros 

3.2.6.1. SCSN={(N2),(N3)} 
3.2.4. Links associated with NComb1,3 = N4  are LNComb(1,3) = (L4, L7, L9) 
3.2.5. Changing LNComb(1,3) columns of SCS1 to 0 gives  
3.2.7. No rows of SCS1 with all zeros 

3.2.7.1.  A new matrix Temp containing only LNComb(1,3) links of SCS 
3.2.7.2.  Evaluate M 
3.2.7.3.  Removing rows (3-5,7,8,10,11,13,14) of M and 
3.2.7.4.  Removing redundancies from SCS1 gives 
3.2.7.5.  SCSNL={(N4,L5),(N4,L8),(N4, L11),(N4,L10)} 

Proceeding the same way, after all first order NComb are addressed, SCSN = 
{(N2),(N3),(N5)} and SCSNL = {(N4,L5), (N4,L8), (N4,L11), (N4, L10), (N6,L4), 
(N6,L9), (N6,L11)}. 

3.1. The second order combinations of N1 are NComb2={(N2,N3),(N2,N4),(N2,N5), 
(N2,N6),(N3,N4),(N3,N5),(N3,N6),(N4,N5),(N4,N6),( N5,N6)} 

3.2. For each NComb2,j ∈ NComb1  // j=1 to │ NComb1│ 
3.2.1. (NComb2,1-8) ⊇ SCSN and (NComb2,10) ⊇ SCSN 
3.2.2. (NComb2, 1-8), (NComb2,10) are deleted 
Continuing the process yields SCSN={(N2),(N3), (N4, N6)} 

Proceeding in the same way, after removing redundancies (internal) 
4. SCSNLF={(N1),(N7),(N2),(N3),(N5),(N4,N6),(N4,L5), 

(N4,L8),(N4,L11),(N4,L10),(N6,L4),(N6,L9),(N6,L11),(L1),(L6),(L4,L5),(L4,L8),(L4,L11),(L8,L
11),(L9,L10),(L9,L11),(L10,L11),(L7,L11),(L4,L7,L10),(L2,L3),(L5,L7,L9),(L7,L8,L9)} 
 

In this case, there are 10 internal redundant and no external redundant terms. Assuming 
link and node reliabilities as 0.9 and applying a multiple variable inversion sum of disjoint 
product method [18], the CRRNLF of the network with imperfect nodes and links is 
evaluated as 0.4161396. All the enumerated node-cuts and node-link cuts have been 
verified by Max Flow Min Cut theorem, and in each case it is found that Wmax < Wreq. 
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6. Results, Comparisons and Discussions 
The algorithm developed is coded in MATLAB 9.0 and implemented on a computer with 
a 3.00GHz Intel(R) Core(TM) 2 Duo processor and 2GB of RAM with Windows 7 
operating system. For the network in Figure 1, application of the proposed method results 
10 redundant subset cuts, whereas the method in [12] gives 73 redundant terms. The 
execution time taken to enumerate the subset cuts with imperfect nodes and links with the 
proposed approach and the method in [12] is 0.021857 and 0.022887 seconds 
respectively. 
 The proposed approach and the existing approach [12] is applied on various networks 
available in literature and the number of SCSNLF and CRRNLF values obtained from the 
two approaches are found to be same. This shows the fidelity of the proposed approach. 
The various networks are shown in Figures 2–3 and their comparative results are shown in 
Tables 4–5. It is evident from third column of Tables 4–5 that the time required by the 
proposed approach is much less than the existing approach, proving the efficiency of the 
proposed approach. 

 

Table 4: Results and Comparisons for the Network of Figure 2 

Wreq 

Redundancy Time (seconds) Number 
of cuts 

in 
SCSNLF 

CRRNLF DMC 
[12] 

Proposed Approach DMC 
[12] 

Proposed 
Approach IR ER Total(IR+ER) 

1 162397 108416 6499 114915 7094.09 64.91 1553 0.7522614 
2 162397 108416 6499 114915 7095.15 64.00 1553 0.7522614 
3 162397 108416 6499 114915 7097.49 64.38 1553 0.7522614 
4 174466 91673 5148 96821 8160.80 49.00 1512 0.7243474 
5 146982 70514 3760 74274 5626.19 27.64 1164 0.6955749 
6 218515 74693 4024 78717 11965.39 36.02 1503 0.6492691 
7 191514 69206 4004 73210 9157.89 33.27 1464 0.6461757 
8 148710 53204 3635 56839 5703.49 23.68 1164 0.6362371 
9 117830 17317 1209 18526 3492.91 5.24 684 0.4437444 
10 123851 17987 1290 19277 3961.12 7.30 879 0.4288754 
11 83228 8636 916 9552 1816.10 3.01 560 0.3623389 
12 53670 6681 779 7640 744.31 1.80 414 0.3572357 
13 60158 7465 743 8208 939.97 1.89 462 0.3531917 

  
Figure 2: A Network of Thirteen Nodes and 

Twenty Two Links. 
Figure 3:A Network of Seven Nodes and 

Twelve Links 
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7. Conclusions 

The proposed approach is conceptually simple and computationally efficient as it requires 
less computational time to enumerate subset cuts for networks with imperfect nodes and 
links compared to other approaches present in literature. By applying the proposed 
approach on two recently reported complex networks [14], we show that 1) the time 
required for enumeration of SCSNLF by the proposed approach is much lesser than the 
time required by the existing algorithm [12] 2) the number of redundant terms was 
noticeably less than the ones corresponding to [12]. The major advantage of the proposed 
approach is that it is applicable for flow networks as well as networks considering 
connectivity as the success criteria. As an extension, the proposed approach can be 
conveniently applied to multiple-source multiple-terminal networks with imperfect nodes 
and links. 
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Table 5: Results and Comparisons for the Network of Figure 3 

Wre

q 

Redundancy Time (seconds) Number 
of cuts in 
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